
Obtaining ATE insurance for modest value cases can 
be difficult to do economically because of the level of 
the ATE premiums due relative to the client’s recovery. 
However, it is a mistake to make an assumption that it 
is not necessary to bother seeking suitable offers from 
the market leaders for two reasons:

• The perceived value of ATE insurance is always at 
its greatest when a case fails and the client has a 
loss that they could have been insured for. 

• It is important to demonstrate you are meeting  
your SRA obligations to competently consider and 
take into account the needs and circumstances of 
your client in relation to the financial consequences 
of losing their litigation by not only informing  
them about their ability to insure their legal  
costs exposure. 

We understand that making applications for small 
value claims can still be time consuming, especially 
when you want to demonstrate an active search  
of the market, which is why we launched Accelerate  
in 2021 – a unique fast track ATE price 
comparison service.

Our systems allows a lawyer to search for ATE prices 
from the market leaders in this corner of the market. 
That is to say, the insurer brands well-known for 
covering lower value cases.

Given the speed at which a pricing terms for 
comparison can now be obtained through our 
Accelerate portal there is no need to worry about 
compromising service delivery. Accelerate offers:

• 24hr Turnaround Service

• A-rated leading brand ATE insurers 

• Contingent (aka Deferred) premiums

• Security for Costs enhancements when required

Importantly, Accelerate is not fully automated. Our 
experienced service-oriented brokers are involved 
throughout the application process which provides  
for flexible and tailored options. 

Accelerate applies to applications for cover up to 
£250k for adverse costs and own disbursements 
(including counsel’s fees). Applications for greater 
levels of cover should be directed to TheJudge for  
a tailored application – www.thejudgeglobal.com

www.thejudgeglobal.com/accelerate
+44 845 257 6058

ACCELERATE – A UNIQUE SERVICE 

Accelerate combines a personal broking advice with online ATE price comparison portal for single 
litigation risks requiring ATE cover for adverse costs and own disbursements up to £250,000. 

www.thejudgeglobal.com/accelerate
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